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PART OF THE AEC PRODUCT PORTFOLIO FOR CAD SOFTWARE

AEC CADIUM saves time and simplifies the usage of CAD software by 
supporting changes of multiple drawing stamps and automated scripting.
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Save time and simplify your usage of CAD software.

Update stamp attributes
In just a few steps, the editing tools allow you to change
title block attributes in all layouts of your drawings.
Change document status, date, scale, drawing number etc.  
in a user-friendly interface.

Run scripts
A script is a list of commands retrieved directly from your 
CAD software. CADIUM supports scripting of consecutive 
drawings. Plot multiple drawings or attach xrefs. The Script 
Layer Wizard assists in creating a layer script, based on an 
existing drawing.

Use script templates
CADIUM includes several script templates for maintenance, 
plotting and layer management, and you can add your own 
script folders.

CADIUM has an option to open drawings with
RECOVER – thus you can automatically recreate your
corrupt drawings.

Supports different CAD software
CADIUM supports scripting with AutoCAD, AutoCAD 
LT, AutoCAD Core Console, BricsCAD and DraftSight. 
AutoCAD LT and DraftSight do not support LISP scripts.

Create sheet lists
The sheet list generator extracts information directly
from the title block and assists you in assuring that the
information is linked to the correct drawing. Save time
by formatting your list and instantly review the result in
the preview.

Organise your CADIUM projects
The project module organises projects and collects
stamps and scripts, as well as project sheets and text  
documents. Just open your project to access all documents 
with an option to open directly from CADIUM. Stamps 
and scripts will open the corresponding files and load the 
correct stamp! It is also possible to run all scripts attached 
to a project with a single click.

AEC AB 
We have thirty years of experience from 
the building industry and in creating 
solutions for our customers.

With CADIUM there is no need to manage drawings manually and one by one. Instead, quickly update drawing stamps 
in multiple drawings.  There is not even a requirement to have CAD software installed to be able to edit attributes in 
drawings!


